
Based on the last name of two ‘loud and proud’ Albertan brothers, Flaysher is a high-octane Canadian Country duo
with multiple CMAB award nominations. The brothers were a Top 12 finalist in Alberta Music's 2021/2022 PROJECT
WILD competition and recently won the 2023 Ranchman's Rising Star competition, earning them a spot on the main

stage of Country Thunder Alberta this upcoming August.
 

Although their new single, “Good For You,” has undeniable hometown country tones, Flaysher’s identifiable edgy tones
are taken to a new level. This translates into their most raw single to date. The song speaks to the stubborn side in all

of us – coming to terms with missing an ex but refusing to change who we are to go chase them.

HIGHLIGHTS
Nominated for 3 upcoming CMAB awards: Horizon
Duo, Horizon Songwriters, Fan's Choice (2023)
Winner of Ranchman's Rising Star Competition (2023)
"Good For You" has accumulated over 300,000 global
streams to date
Performed at Country Thunder (2022)
Their last single, "Wild One," has accumulated over
550,000 global streams to date
Top 12 finalist in Alberta Music's Project WILD
Competition (2021/2022)
Nominated for YYCMA Songwriter of the Year award
for "Ride" (2021)
Nominated for CMAB Horizon Group/Duo of the Year
award (2020)
Sold out show at the King Eddy in Calgary, AB (2020)
Performed on the Coca-Cola stage at the Calgary
Stampede (2017)
Headliner at Alberta Summer Games (2014)
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NEW SINGLE AT RADIO NOW

"It’s a little more of the rock
growl mixed in with classic

country music storytelling. The
song is introspective while also

boldly acknowledging that
sometimes a relationship just

isn’t the right fit.”

DISCOGRAPHY

RIDE
single - February 24, 2021

FLAT BROKE FAMOUS
single - March 27, 2020

STARTING OVER
EP - August 2, 2016

WILD ONE
single - February 11, 2022

single - July 9, 2021
COASTIN'

GOOD FOR YOU
single - October 21, 2022

These two have voices that melt
together perfectly. They
harmonize only the way family
can.  - Front Porch Music

Their small-town work ethic
paired with humility and great
talent will set them apart from
others. I can guarantee that. 
- Matty McKay (Brett Kissel)
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